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Eebo Editions, Proquest. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 50 pages.
Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.EARLY HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY and SPACE. Imagine holding
history in your hands. Now you can. Digitally preserved and previously accessible only through
libraries as Early English Books Online, this rare material is now available in single print editions.
Thousands of books written between 1475 and 1700 can be delivered to your doorstep in individual
volumes of high quality historical reproductions. Humankind has studied the skies for centuries,
seeking to find our place in the universe. Some of the most important discoveries in the field of
astronomy were made in these texts recorded by ancient stargazers, but almost as impactful were
the perspectives of those who considered their discoveries to be heresy. Any independent
astronomer will find this an invaluable collection of titles arguing the truth of the cosmic system.
The below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this
title. This data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification: Fly, an
almanack for the year of our Lord God, 1688. It being the bissextile or leap-year and from the
creation of...
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This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going
to be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Kayla Gutkowski-- Kayla Gutkowski

This is the greatest book i have got read through till now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything out of this published e book. Your daily life
span will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this book.
-- Bernadette Baumbach-- Bernadette Baumbach
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